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Otero
armchair

What is
Hamilton
Conte?

The Hamilton Conte collection
presents pieces with a diverse
mix of cultural and design
inspirations, varied materials,
and unique personalities.

Escaping typical geometrical design confines, the upholstery collection features
dynamic curves that are characteristic throughout the brand’s range. In a style that
is elegantly relaxed, the furniture, lighting and home accessories ranges also break
with tradition using organic forms and textures, surprising combinations of materials,
and the marriage of aesthetics with function. Many pieces are a nod to personal
anecdotes, people or travels from the designers’ lives, and reflect a passion for storytelling.
Through its wide selection of finishes and materials, Hamilton Conte offers the ability
to produce personalised items with a bespoke feel, the final product displaying
exquisite craftsmanship and striking design.

On the Cover: Our Otero armchair is a surprising piece that brings transparency and
visual lightness while providing a comfortable seat. Ideal to create a statement and
dynamise any space, it may be used on its own with a fun material or grouped in
modules of two, three or more to make a curved sofa.

How does
Hamilton Conte
adapt to your
project?
Known for refined and cosmopolitan interiors,
Hamilton Conte’s September 2019 presentation
at Maison & Objet Paris highlights the brand’s
beautiful forms and textures through a clean
and light presentation.
Traditionally showcasing the richness of dark
woods and marbles with sumptuous, plush
fabrics in greys and beiges, the brand takes
the opportunity to introduce new lighter wood
tones, ivory fabrics with beautiful texture that
illustrate how versatile the range can be to a
variety of aesthetics.
Beyond its typical cosmopolitan interiors, the
brand can adapt to more casual environments,
minimalist interiors, transitional spaces and
beyond. Versatility is a key feature of the
range through an array of custom options that
may be seen upon the selection of products
presented this edition.
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Be yourself!
Blas
Imagining how an Italian
industrialist’s private jet
would be equipped in the
1970s helped bring forth the
Blas chair. Its combination
wood and metal structure
confer a refined shape
accented by pleated
cylindrical cushions that
enhance the feel of Milanese
style from that era. What
best represents your style?

Play with
fabrics & materials

OLEG
Bringing a stylish touch to any
space with its subtle curves
and 1940s inspiration, Oleg is
ideal for playing with fabric
options on its armchair or sofa
version. Its legs may be done
in our different wood tones or
lacquer options as well as in
brushed stainless steel with
brass effect.

Arture
A contemporary
interpretation of a classic
slipper chair, Arture is an
elegant addition to any
seating area that looks great
in almost any fabric. Its
structure can be done in our
different wood tones as well
as unlimited lacquer colours.

IMELDA
Plush back detailing and a
feminine Art Deco feel inspired
by the Lotus flower, Imelda is
a perfect canvas. Play with its
variable seat heights as well
as with fabric and wood colour
combinations.

Learn more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Try Ignacio!
Why go geometric when one
can embrace one’s curves? The
sinuous curves of Ignacio will add
new dimensions and dynamism to
any space. Its new Luxe version
brings in a softer seat and back
upholstery, down cushions, and
all-around contour base available
in wood, lacquer or brass.
Luxuriate in its plush perfection or
pick its popular standard model
or new Confort version; whatever
best suits your needs!

Choose wood &
surface finishes

POMPEIA
Beyond their Stavia gilded
glass tops and standard
Espresso finish, Pompeia is
now available with marble tops
and two new wood finishes.
Choose how to make best use
of this versatile range of low
and dining tables to create
your perfect ambiance.

SILAS
Showcasing strength and solidity,
the beautiful contemporary form
and thickness of these tables
create a strong presence in any
interior. Beyond their standard
Eucalyptus finish, they are also
available in oak in three standard
colours and can be matched with
different marble top options.

Pompeia
With Stavia glass tops.

Learn more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Add Luxury!

Richmond
With their beautiful oval
shape and brass contour
base, these low tables offer
the added advantage of
being highly customisable.
They are available in oak
in three standard colours
along with different options
for the tops: marble, wood,
upholstery. Create this
table to your exact taste.

Pick any Lacquer
or Resin colour

BISCORNET
Inspired by the ornate hinges
designed by Biscornet for
the Notre-Dame cathedral in
Paris, the cast brass handles
juxtaposed against the clean
lines of this stunning cabinet are
the perfect blend of simplicity
and complexity. Its lacquered
structure may be done in limitless
colour combinations and its
interior may also be customised
to your needs.

SAINT MARTIN XL
Perfect pieces with which
to play, stools are both
practical and fun! Our
supersized Saint Martin in
resin is an ideal addition
to any interior, available in
whichever colour you
like best!

Learn more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Be wild!
Archibald
The quiet majesty of this classic
yet distinctly contemporary
sofa may envelop you with
comfort, but that doesn’t mean
you can’t have a bit of fun!
Add a fun fabric and
accessorise with whatever else
strikes your fancy.

Try
Exotic Veneers!
BRASILIO
A stunning storage piece that is
as practical as it is aesthetically
pleasing, its imbuia veneer - also
known as “Brazilian walnut”showcases natural beauty
through its organic texture.

ORICK 4 DOOR
Our distinctive Orick
collection showcases
strength with its frame and
softness with its rounded
corners. The addition of
exotic wood door facades,
such as ebony, adds
visual interest to this
stunning piece.

Learn more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Inès
Its beautiful
Radica veneer in
herringbone pattern
mixes seamlessly
with the hammered
gold base to make
a strong statement.

Add Gold!
What can we say? We love gold in
all its forms. Our extensive brass
collection allows you to play on what
you prefer. From brass surround
bases for tables and sofas, brass
effect on stainless steel chair legs
and rotating bases, cast brass tables
and accessories, and brushed brass
lighting pieces, all you need to do is
determine what you love the most!
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